
Existing School Districts
• Operating networks since 2001
• Conterra Networks operates in 22 states
• Provides wide area networking services to over 

3,000 entities
• Serves over 140 school districts and libraries
• We’ve built and own more than 23,000 route 

miles of broadband transport

Current Projects
• Lancaster, Beaumont & Ceres, CA
• Fort Worth, TX
• Tucson, AZ area and Onslow County 

(Jacksonville), NC
• Connecting over 340 schools and Data Centers 

with dedicated fiber 
• Constructing over 430 miles of fiber 

Strong Track Record E-Rate Details

E-Rate provides an unprecedented opportunity for schools and 
libraries seeking high-speed broadband connections in both 
metro and rural areas.

Conterra Networks offers both Category 1 and Category 2 
services and is fully qualified for E-Rate.

What’s New?
E-Rate 2.0 allows for funding special construction of new fiber-
optic networks.  

The program provides funding of the cost of deploying new 
fiber-optic networks as an alternative to traditional leasing 
of legacy services. In addition, upfront capital funding may 
be used to reduce the monthly recurring costs to applicants.  
Funding is available for lit and dark fiber leases.

Secure, Reliable, Scalable Communications Services

Conterra Networks is a national provider of managed fiber-based, carrier-grade telecommunications solutions. Since 2001, 
Conterra Networks has successfully served customers in rural and metropolitan areas in states across the U.S. with a focus 
on education, healthcare, enterprise, government, and carrier wholesale industries. 

We build, own, and operate customized carrier-class fiber and wireless network solutions to solve the challenges of 
scalability, congestion, performance, and reliability. Our customer-centric approach emphasizes collaboration to build high-
quality, scalable solutions that meet your existing and future network needs. 

Our networks are designed from the ground up to support all of your 1-to-1 and BYOD initiatives, LMS systems, 
cloud-based applications and curriculum, digital learning environments, content streaming, and other latency 
sensitive platforms.  VoIP, IPTV, LAN infrastructure and WiFi integrate securely into our network services.

EDUCATION

Conterra Broadband Services provides us with a fast, secure, and reliable network that delivers dedicated 10 
Gbps to every WCCUSD location. In our current cloud-based environment this is essential for student learning. 

- Mary Phillips, West Costa Contra USD Chief Technical Officer

The West Contra Costa Unified School District (WCCUSD) is the school district for western Contra Costa County, California. 
It is based in Richmond, California and serves over 32,000 students in 54 schools. 
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Contact Us Today!
1-877-365-6701

www.Conterra.com

Premium Communications Services

Customization
Build the most effective 
solution with a customized 
arrangement of transport 
services addresses your 
specific needs.

Reliability
Experience industry leading 
performance with 99.99% 
availability that is built into 
every network we design, 
build and manage.

Scalability
Partner with an experienced 
high-capacity network provider 
that builds communication 
solutions to enable your future 
growth and expansion.

Flexibility
Choose from Fiber,
Microwave and Hybrid 
networks to address your 
communication needs 
– no matter where.

Why Conterra Networks?

Schools need communication services that support their education objectives - not impede their ability to execute 
their mission. Conterra Networks understands the needs of educational organizations and has a 15-year track 
record of delivering high-performance network solutions. 

Dedicated Networks
We provide turn-key customized networks to 
meet your complex WAN needs.  With our design, 
implementation, and management experience of fiber-
optic, microwave, and hybrid solutions, we can deliver 
a network optimized for your organization — no matter 
where.

Internet Solutions
Our robust Internet Services support speeds from 10 
Mbps to 10 Gbps with low latency. We leverage our 
tier 1 provider relationships to offer diversity options 
that guarantee your connectivity. 

Dark Fiber Solutions
Our Dark Fiber offering allows your organization the 
maximum flexibility to implement your own services 
including bandwidth and SLAs.  You have the freedom 
to select your own equipment and manage your 
capacity needs.  We also can provide stand-alone 
maintenance.

Ethernet Solutions
With Conterra Networks’ Ethernet services support 
of Layer 2 point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and 
multipoint-to-multipoint topologies, your LAN Ethernet 
network can be seamlessly extended to your WAN.

22 states served  
9,500 miles of fiber owned and operated
14,000+ licensed microwave route miles owned
524 wireless towers owned


